Hi all,

This is the second announcement for the STAR JPSS Enterprise Algorithms Workshop, to be held at the NCWCP Conference Center in College Park, MD, on March 30-31, 2016. The workshop will focus on NDE Implementation of JPSS-1 Products.

**Pre-order Lunch:** We have arranged with the NCWCP cafeteria (Kloud Café) to supply boxed lunches on the meeting days, March 30-31. Box lunches are $13 per day, and you can select from salads, sandwiches, and assorted beverages. You may also buy food at the cafeteria on meeting days, but if you order in advance, your meal will be ready for pickup at lunchtime.

Online advanced order form can be found here: https://kloudcafe.wufoo.com/forms/star-jpss-enterprise-algorithms-workshop/

**Response requested:** As a reminder, attendance will be by invitation only, owing to space limitations in the venue. If you have not already responded, please let me know if you intend to attend in person, so that I can assure adequate meeting space. A report will be made available summarizing our discussions, and a brief on what we learned prepared for the Annual Meeting in August.

The agenda is being finalized, but the conference topics by day are currently:

**March 30, Conference Topics:**
- Overview of STAR Enterprise Algorithm Development
- Overview of JPSS products operating in NDE
  - Clouds, Aerosols, Cryosphere, Polar Winds, SST, Ocean Color, OMPS V8, MIRS, NUCAPS, Vegetation Health, Vegetation Fraction
- Algorithm Design of Land Products
  - Vegetation Indices

**March 31, Conference Topics:**
- Algorithm Design of Land Products
  - Active Fire, Surface Reflectance, Surface Type, Land Surface Temperature, Land Albedo
- Plans for global, gridded products
- Software Implementation
- IDPS Fly-out Plan
- Path Forward

I look forward to seeing and hearing from you all.

Cheers,
Valerie Mikles